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After the flame emerges, the void around is slightly distorted! 

 

The man looked at the fire, his eyes were very dignified, dignified, and with deep reverence! 

 

This flame is a wisp of life demon yuan given by the master! 

 

The man took a deep breath, shook his wrist, and whispered to the old tree: "go!" 

 

The magic fire swayed and flew towards the old tree with the man's drinking! 

 

The next moment, the magic fire, it is quietly into the trees! 

 

Among the trees, all of a sudden, there was a strange wave! 

 

"It's done!" 

 

In the man's eyes, a glimmer of joy flashed, and he breathed out a breath, and he was about to turn 

around and leave. 

 

But at this time, a very cold, very strange tone, with the ancient tune of the man's voice, echoed in the 

forest. 

 

"Who awakens me?" 

 



The man in black suddenly turned back and looked at the ancient wood. His eyes were shocked! 

 

How could you wake up so quickly? 

 

In an instant, there was a big bang. The ancient wood burst in an instant! 

 

A naked upper body, only wrapped in a piece of animal skin around his waist, chest painted like a sun 

like bright red tattoo, muscle lines incomparably beautiful young man, appeared in the eyes of the black 

robed man! 

 

"Did you wake me up?" The young man looked at the man in black and frowned slightly. 

 

At this time, the black robed man in the later period of his cultivation of chopping he was shaking 

uncontrollably! 

 

Why? 

 

Because the breath of this awakened ancient man is too terrible! 

 

Terror to, let him feel, the other side as long as an idea, can let himself die 10000 times! The look of the 

ancient man almost made him breathless! 

 

He can't believe that this man is still the lowest level among the ancient people? 

 

Hearing this, the man in black could not help but feel strong and said calmly: "respect the strong one, I 

wake you up..." 

 

Since he awakened the other party, presumably, the other party should not be unfavorable to him, 

right? 

 

Maybe you can get some benefits? 



 

Thinking of this, the man in black can't help but get excited! 

 

"Oh." The young man wrapped in animal skin, but he just answered lightly. He looked at the man in 

black without expression and said, "well, you can go and die." 

 

He raised his hand, a red light, then toward the black robed man, shooting away! 

 

"What?" The black robed man exclaimed, his face changed wildly, his spirit power surged all over, and 

he punched out! 

 

Boundless magic Qi, condensing a terrible fist seal, instantly shattering the void of thousands of miles! 

The fist seal trembled, then met the red light! 

 

But 

 

In front of the red light, the black robed man in the late stage of chopping the enemy, but it seemed like 

a cloud of smoke disappeared in an instant! 

 

The black robed man, who did not even scream, disappeared from the world! 

 

"A demon worshiper, dare to appear in front of my Yang Chiyuan? I don't know how to live or die. " 

 

When he moved, he appeared in the sky above the forest, opened his hands, embraced the warm 

sunshine on his body, and said with an incomparable enjoyment: "ten thousand years, ten thousand 

years! My father, I'm back at last 

 

The same scene, still in the kingdom of God, constantly staged, one by one, the most powerful in ancient 

times, return to heaven and earth! 

 

…… 



 

Two days later, over a valley. 

 

A slender figure of a man, standing out of thin air, overlooking the valley, constantly rolling purple 

miasma. 

 

This person, of course, is Ye Chen! 

 

These two days, he passed through the traces left by Jiang you. Soon, he found out the Tiansuan Pavilion 

in Baigu city. He was also slaughtered. The victims are the same as the people in the shenxuanzong. This 

is exactly what Jiang you did! 

 

These days, he has been exploring the vicinity of Baigu city. 

 

Finally, we found the valley covered by miasma! 

 

He is here to investigate the forces behind Jiang you! 

 

If the ghost lurking in the Zhenshen tower is deliberately arranged by its body, the ancient devil is 

absolutely dangerous! 

 

Even for the whole kingdom of God! 

 

No matter what the other party is planning, ye Chen, can not let it casually get what he wants! 

 

"Yes, this is it..." 

 

Ye Chen murmured a word, and his body moved, he would rush into the rolling poison miasma! 

 



This is not a small threat to the martial arts in the late period of chopping the enemy, but ye Chen's 

physique is nothing at all. 

 

But at this time, a very tall figure in black robe, arms nearly ten times the thickness of ordinary martial 

arts, all over the body, everywhere is emitting dangerous breath of terror figure, in front of Ye Chen! 

 

The black robed man was wearing a mask of grimace. Under the mask, a pair of gray and white eyes 

were condensed with infinite death evil spirit!Ye Chen's pupil shrinks and stares at the black robed man. 

He is the same as Jiang you in his later cultivation! 

 

Moreover, he can feel that this person, compared with Jiang you, is several times stronger! 

 

These people can't be measured by realm at all! 

 

Ye Chen takes a deep breath, turns his wrist, and holds the green lotus sword! 

 

It seems that I am looking for the right place! 

 

the man as like as two peas in the river is very similar to the smell of Jiang you, and the black robes they 

wear are exactly the same. 

 

The man in black looked at Ye Chen and said with a smile: "ha ha, it seems that you are the boy who 

killed Jiang you? Unexpectedly, only the cultivation of Taixu state? Jiang you, that trash, died in your 

hands? What a shame to our master. Even if he was not killed by you, I would crush him with my own 

hands! Unfortunately, he's dead. I'm very curious. What did you say when you killed this garbage who 

liked to torture others? " 

 

Ye Chen's whole body spirit power slowly condenses on the long sword, the true martial sense, slightly 

rippling. He looks at the black robed man, and a cold smile appears on his face and says: "are you 

curious? Don't worry. In a moment, you can ask him what he will say 

 

When the man in black heard this, the spirit of death in his gray and white eyes stirred violently, and his 

whole body was killed in a flash. The breath of the later period of the war was like a bomb! 



 

When, a too empty waste, also dare in front of their own, so presumptuous? 

 

Now, you can ask Jiang you what he can say? 

 

Does this kid mean he can kill himself? 

 

This is to despise oneself! 

 

This! It's not just an insult to him! It's also an insult to his master! 

 

If you are the believer of the master, you are the master, the embodiment of the glory in the world! 

 

Oneself, will be invincible, is not allowed to insult, the master is the Supreme Master, his believers, 

naturally has the power above all living beings! 

 

Self, is the embodiment of terror! 
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The only thing people are allowed to do in front of them is to kneel down, tremble, tremble in awe! Not 

allowed, there is a sense of resistance! 

 

And now, a too empty garbage, even dare to kill themselves? 

 

The believer who is the master will replace the master and punish him! With endless pain, to wash away 

this unforgivable blasphemy! 

 



Shiba stares at Ye Chen and roars: "boy, do you think you're invincible if you kill a Jiang you? Jiangyou is 

just one of the most useless among us. Now, I'd like to show you how terrible the master's followers are 

 

In his hand, he suddenly had a half step yuan level axe, which was full of evil spirit. On the surface of the 

axe, there were countless blood color runes, and the evil spirit was rolling! 

 

"Extremely evil spirit killing axe!" 

 

The stone bully suddenly drank, and his whole body was full of evil spirit, just like a flood. It was so thick 

that it turned into substance! 

 

In Ye Chen's eyes, flash a silk surprised color! 

 

Is this evil spirit so strong? 

 

It's hard to imagine how many creatures died in this man's hands! 

 

Shiba saw Ye Chen's look. In his gray eyes, he was scornful and cruel. He was gray and evil. He integrated 

his axe into his hands. His blood Rune was extremely shining and startling. It was like a storm that 

ravaged heaven and earth and crushed everything into a storm! 

 

In the deep valley, it was extremely terrifying. For thousands of years, it had not dissipated. The 

extremely heavy purple miasma dissipated quickly under the agitation of the axe! 

 

At the next moment, Shi BA's arms swelled, and his body was full of astonishing force. He chopped at Ye 

Chen with a fierce axe! 

 

A black axe shadow, like a giant beast swallowing heaven and earth, came to the world, and the whole 

earth seemed to tremble for the earth shaking axe! 

 



The sky is dark, the sun and the moon are dark, the earth sends out a lament, countless huge mountains 

collapse, on the ground, there are cracks, magma pouring back, thousands of miles of mountains and 

rivers, instantly turned into scorched earth! 

 

With one axe, it seems to be the end of the world! 

 

Even ye Chen sees the appearance, all is the color that the face shows fright! 

 

The power of this axe is extremely strong! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed. The picture of fighting a demon with a huge axe in his eyes reappeared rapidly in 

his eyes. All of a sudden, his eyes burst into a flash of light, and his eyes focused on the weakness of the 

axe! 

 

His sword, which had been brewing for a long time, was suddenly cut out! 

 

"Six sword gods! Four Swords return to one! " Ye Chen drank with a low breath, and his whole body was 

like gold plating. His power of breaking the sky was inspired to the extreme. The ultimate power came 

out in one tenth of a breath, pouring into the extremely heavy green lotus sky destroying sword! 

 

Six sword gods, kill gods with swords! 

 

The martial spirit of Lingxiao is amazing! 

 

Endless sword light, turn into cold light! 

 

A little cold star, with the breath of endless destruction, is soaring in this doomsday scene! 

 

A big bang, axe shadow cold star, crash! 

 



The endless aftershocks swept all around. The city of Baigu, thousands of miles away, was in a violent 

shock. Even many martial artists spat out blood and looked in a certain direction in horror! 

 

In his gray eyes, Shi BA's look of horror broke out. His bones broke out with a crackling sound. The blood 

mist filled his body. The whole man stepped on the void and withdrew more than ten steps before he 

stopped his body! 

 

How could it be! 

 

The ghost face mask on his face had turned into dust at this time. Under the mask, a pale complexion 

was revealed, just like a face carved from a rock! 

 

At this time, Shi BA's face, which has the slightest contempt, cruelty? 

 

Yes, only the ultimate shock, reluctance, anger, and 

 

A trace of fear! 

 

A mole ant in the Taixu state should not be completely crushed by his extremely powerful axe? Why, the 

boy in front of me is still alive? 

 

Even, injured, but it is their own! 

 

How could that be? 

 

What's more, when the swords and axes attacked each other just now, he clearly felt that the sword 

contained almost infinite physical strength! 

 

Physical strength, but he is the most proud stone! 

 

He has the body of heaven and stone, and his talent is too strong to describe! 



 

After becoming a demon worshiper, he was crazy to use the power of ancient demons, constantly 

tempering his physical strength for thousands of years! 

 

Shiba has always regarded the power of breaking through the limit of thinking as a gift from God! 

 

But now, in the confrontation of strength, he lost to a human warrior in Taixu state? 

 

This is a great insult to God! 

 

Shi BA's eyes were full of anger, and his face was filled with a strange and fanatical color! 

 

It's like a warrior fighting for God! 

 

Ye Chen lives, is to trample on the dignity of God, this person, must die!However, it is not only Shi Ba 

who is shocked! 

 

Ye Chen looked at his own little trembling, blood flowing, holding the arm of the long sword, his eyes 

flashed wildly! 

 

Even, under the flesh and blood, extremely crystal, like jade general, hard degree even surpasses all the 

arms, all appeared the silk blood crack! 

 

The strength of Shi Ba is still above his imagination! 

 

Especially, it's the power of the other side! 

 

Although his strength is better than Shiba, he is definitely not much! 

 

The main reason why his sword can hurt Shiba is that he can see through the flaws in Shiba's hand! 



 

And this, or in reality, after fighting with the demon worshiper Jiang you, he had a deeper understanding 

of the martial arts of the demons! 

 

If I were to fight with Jiang you, I would not be able to hurt Shiba like this! 

 

But! 

 

He knows that stone bully is more than just power! 

 

His vitality, recovery ability, is also extremely strong! 

 

Even in a sense, it is more difficult than Xuanyuan cold in Tiandao palace! 

 

"You blasphemous wretch! Must be removed from the world! " 

 

Shiba roared and rushed up again with his axe in his hand. He didn't care about his injury or even his 

own life and death. He was like a mad dog! 

 

However, ye Chen's eyes, but also burning up a bear of war! 

 

The stronger the enemy is, the more excited Ye Chen is! 

 

The sound of roar never stops. Every time the swords and axes collide, bursts of blood mist erupt on 

their bodies! 

 

But! 

 

Ye Chen and Shi Ba, as if nothing happened, continue to attack each other madly! 

 



Within the time of a stick of incense, they were crazy to cut thousands of times! Every attack, Shiba's 

injury is several times more serious than ye Chen! 

 

Although the stone body of Shiba is powerful, recovery and defense are extremely amazing, but after all, 

it is not infinite! 

 

Under the constant damage accumulation, at this time ye Chen, finally occupied the upper hand! 

 

However, it is only able to suppress Shiba. It will take a long time to kill him! 
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But just then! 

 

There was a flash of red light at the edge of the sky! 

 

A man wrapped in animal skin, actually like a ghost, appeared in front of Ye Chen and Shi Ba! 

 

Ye Chen's face changed. How did he appear? 

 

Unexpectedly, even he did not see clearly! 

 

What's more shocking is that the moment the man appeared, he actually hit the stone bully directly! 

 

Without any reserve, spiritual power burst and so on is a common punch! 

 

At this time, Shi Ba had already killed his red eyes, and his whole body was stained with blood. He was 

almost possessed by a demon. The man in front of him hit him with a fist. He roared, and his potential 

burst out. He was so angry and powerful that he rushed into his axe and cut him off at the head! 



 

This axe, straight cut empty endless turbulence, is actually than the beginning of Ye Chen cut out that 

axe, more terrifying! 

 

In a flash, fists and axes collided! 

 

People's eyes, have to stare at the explosion of a scene, appeared! 

 

The young man, with a seemingly simple fist, suddenly collapsed. Even the one in Shiba's hand was 

tempered with ancient magic yuan, which can be regarded as invincible. He collided with Qinglian 

mietian sword, which was supported by Ye Chen's endless power. All the axes without any damage were 

like flour, and turned into dust 

 

And this blow, after breaking the axe awn and big axe, didn't even stop to move on! 

 

At last, the eyes of the big white, the eyes of the big brother, are extinguished quickly! 

 

By that cold fear, indescribable shock replaced! 

 

"Master!" 

 

The stone bully screamed in horror. The body of the heavenly stone, whose defensive power can be 

called against the sky, could not even support one tenth of a million breaths in front of this fist, and then 

it completely exploded. 

 

Shi Ba, who died from then on, only left a burst of blood mist which quickly dissipated between heaven 

and earth. 

 

Ye Chen's breath is stagnant! 

 

"Shit!" He swore and looked at the young man with the sun tattoo on his chest in disbelief. 



 

It's horrible! 

 

Although he can not see the strength of this man, but he knows that the strength of this man is beyond 

his countless levels! 

 

If you don't say anything else, just say that Shiba. Although Ye Chen is confident that he can finally 

defeat Shiba, he is not a weak one! 

 

It's a powerful being who can fight with himself for thousands of moves! 

 

So, was killed by this young man with a fist? 

 

Or the one with no slag left? 

 

Just think about it, he can't help but feel cold! 

 

Ye Chen's pupil shrinks wildly. He looks at the sudden appearance with great caution, and inexplicably 

blows Shi Ba to death. He is extremely nervous! "Lao Cang, how could the kingdom of God have such a 

terrible existence?" he asked in a deep voice to the ancient medical God 

 

Even the so-called hidden forces, and this man's gap is too big! 

 

The ancient medical God didn't open his mouth, but the fierce overlord said with great dignity: "ye 

Xiaozi, don't irritate this man. The strength of this man is not what you can fight against now! He wants 

to crush you, just like playing! His body, with a very strong flavor of ancient times, should be a strong 

man who has just awakened! " 

 

"The strong in ancient times?" 

 

Ye Chen's heart is heavy again! 



 

He had experienced the war of Zhenshen tower and knew how cruel it was in that era. He also knew 

how shocking it was for the strong people who could survive and rise in the war! How dazzling! 

 

In comparison, the so-called evil spirits in the kingdom of God are not even bullshit! 

 

At this time, the man turned around and looked at Ye Chen with a look of great interest. 

 

He looked at Ye Chen up and down for a while, seeing ye Chen's heart, a burst of hair! 

 

The man suddenly said with a smile to Ye Chen, "my name is Yang Chiyuan. What's your name 

 

Ye Chen slightly a Leng, this person, unexpectedly interested in oneself? 

 

However, he replied politely: "my name is Ye Chen." 

 

He is not a fool. He will not be so stupid as to pretend in front of such a strong man. Moreover, since the 

other party has not been rude to himself, he still needs some courtesy. 

 

But the sword of the lotus has not been extinguished! 

 

On the contrary, the grip is tighter and harder, and the joints are white! 

 

He will not take the initiative to anger this ancient strongman, but he also has no intention to hand over 

his own fate to the other party! 

 

Whether this man can crush him or not, his own safety, he is still used to be controlled by himself, not 

by the mood of others! 

 



Yang Chiyuan nodded his head and said, "it's good to have such strength in my twenties. Even in my 

time, it was enough to be called a monster."Originally, Yang Chiyuan walked all the way and saw that 

the strength of the warriors in the kingdom of God was extremely disappointed. He knew that the 

martial arts of the kingdom of God had completely declined! 

 

But in yangchiyuan some exclamations, time has changed, suddenly, induction Ye Chen and Shi Ba battle 

fluctuation. 

 

I was curious and came to have a look. 

 

After discovering the identity of Shiba's demon worshiper, even if the hand is dead. 

 

However, ye Chen is to let him some surprise! 

 

Originally, he thought that the kingdom of God had declined. In such an environment, how could we 

cultivate any powerful demons? 

 

It's just a bunch of crap. 

 

But at this time, ye Chen's qualification shocked him! 

 

In his twenties, ye Chen is a rare person in ancient times and ancient times. He is a genius in genius! 

 

However, this is about ye Chen's potential. 

 

As for ye Chen's strength? 

 

Ha ha, it can only be considered as a larger mole ant. 

 

After hearing the praise of Yang Chiyuan, ye Chen bowed his head slightly and said, "I'm flattered." 



 

It seems that although the other party is young, it is a genuine ancient existence. It is not too much to 

call an elder. 

 

At this time, Yang Chiyuan suddenly turned his hand, and in the palm appeared a mysterious Rune 

wrapped in the red fire light. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes fell on the rune and suddenly frowned. His whole body breath began to stir up 

 

This Rune gives him a very uncomfortable feeling! 

 

Yang Chiyuan smiles at Ye Chen and says, "Ye Chen, accept this rune." 

 

He, though with a smile on his face, used an unquestionable command tone! 

 

Ye Chen gazed at Yang Chiyuan's eyes and said, "master, what is this?" 

 

"Ye Chen, you have a good talent." 

 

Yang Chiyuan looked at Ye Chen and said: "so, I want you to be my servant and serve for me. Ha ha, this 

is your honor. You should be happy." 
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"In this era, there are too few warriors who can enter the eyes of the emperor!" 

 

"And you are one of them!" 

 

The ancient medical God couldn't help sighing: "finished..." 



 

He knows Ye Chen's character 

 

And ye Chen at this time, in the eyes, has turned up bursts of cold anger. 

 

Play domineering with Laozi? 

 

When you open your mouth, you want me to be your servant? 

 

Glory? 

 

Maybe, being a servant of yangchiyuan will bring many benefits. For example, martial arts inherited 

from ancient times, for example, the status of one person under ten thousand people 

 

But what are these? 

 

Compared with Ye Chen's pride, not even fart! 

 

He will never yield to anyone! 

 

Ye Chen voice with a trace of deep cold way: "if, I refuse?" 

 

The air above the deep valley, for a time, seems to be frozen by the cold wind from Jiuyou 

 

Silence 

 

Yang Chiyuan, looking at Ye Chen with a trace of consternation 

 

How does he feel now? 



 

It's like seeing a wild dog, you want to take it home to watch the door, but it barks at you? 

 

Yang Chiyuan laughed contemptuously. He put his hands on his back. The rune disappeared in an 

instant. He shook Ye Chen and said, "originally, I thought you would be a smart man, but ye Chen, you 

let me down." 

 

"You are a little stupid." 

 

The smile on his face disappeared instantly and said coldly, "although you are stupid, you will get what 

you want." 

 

"I now, give you two opportunities, one, accept, two, I beat until I accept!" 

 

Yang Chiyuan eyes, suddenly burst out two just like the essence of the cold awn, but at this time, let him 

unexpected is, ye Chen took the lead! 

 

Ye Chen's face is full of madness and ruthlessness. Since Yang Chiyuan wants to force him to be a slave, 

he doesn't have the habit of waiting for death! 

 

One sword out, the ultimate sword! 

 

The power of the fierce overlord gathers the whole body! 

 

Ye Chen didn't leave any hands! 

 

Facing this man, he must rely on the power of the reincarnation cemetery! 

 

Even, when ye Chen meets the strong, when facing the insurmountable opponent, this sword has a little 

breakthrough! 

 



With the blessing of Ye Chen's Lingxiao martial spirit, Zhenwu's meaning has already become extremely 

sharp. The terrifying sword's meaning is even more powerful! 

 

Everything around is broken 

 

Everything tends to collapse 

 

Rules, cracks 

 

The sky, almost falling! 

 

But, all this, Yang Chiyuan did not care! As if, can't see general! 

 

In the eyes of Yang Chiyuan, there is no such thing as the destruction sword light which makes countless 

Shenguo warriors tremble! 

 

However, Yang Chiyuan, or surprised! 

 

Amazing! 

 

Ye Chen, can withstand the pressure that oneself brings, already let him surprise very much! 

 

Now, he saw some charm of Zhenwu in Ye Chen's sword! 

 

In my twenties, I understand the meaning of Zhenwu!? 

 

Even in his time, those who could touch the meaning of Zhenwu a little under the age of 10000 were the 

most extreme monsters! 

 

Yang Chiyuan, smile. 



 

He knew that he had found his treasure! Ye Chen's potential is immeasurable! 

 

Even at this time, he looked at Ye Chen's eyes with a trace of blazing heat! 

 

He must let Ye Chen become his servant! 

 

He believes that before long, ye Chen will become his most effective assistant! 

 

After that, the sword came out in a day! 

 

Sha Du Tian Zhen! 

 

The evil poison heaven needle against the chaotic strong! 

 

Do what you can! 

 

This is his only chance! 

 

Then, he ran away in the opposite direction! 

 

Although he was proud, he was not blindly confident. He knew that his sword and evil poison needle 

could not threaten Yang Chiyuan. 

 

He did it just to buy a little time. 

 

At this time, Yang Chiyuan didn't care. On the contrary, he was smiling as if he was looking at a naughty 

child. 

 



At the moment before ye Chen's cold sword was about to touch him, the sun tattoo on Yang Chiyuan's 

chest suddenly burst out with a thrill and burst, as if it could burn up the heaven and earth! 

 

The next moment, ye Chen cut out the sword, then turned into nothingness! 

 

Yang Chiyuan smiles. 

 

He just wanted to start, but found that the poisonous gas was sweeping all over the sky! 

 

An evil poison needle with endless power swept down! 

 

Through his body! 

 

Yang Chiyuan's ferocious smile is stiff.He grasped it with five fingers, and the evil poison needle 

appeared in his palm. 

 

Looking at the hands of the evil needle, his heart set off a storm! 

 

Such potential! Such means! 

 

This son is not ordinary! 

 

Moreover, he found that his whole body toxicity spread, although it was very difficult for the strong 

chaotic environment. 

 

But for him, it's nothing! 

 

It's just a reduction in strength. 

 

…… 



 

At this moment, ye Chen looks back slightly and sees the process of his sword vanishing, and his pupil 

shrinks again! 

 

He's not sure whether Sha Du Tian has any effect on such a strong person! 

 

All he has in mind is running! 

 

Keep the green hills, don't worry about firewood burning! 

 

He knew that his sword could not threaten Yang Chiyuan, but he didn't expect to be dissolved so easily? 

 

Yang Chiyuan, you didn't even move your hand! 

 

Fortunately, in this instant, he has run a thousand miles away! 

 

But all of a sudden, a very dangerous feeling came to my mind! 

 

Ye Chen did not hesitate to move, turned into a rolling white fog! 

 

"Atomization magic!" 

 

At this time, a red light, almost no time interval will float in his position! 

 

This red light rises to the top! 

 

In the red light, the meaning of Zhenwu is pouring out! 

 

It is like the sun hanging above the sky, reflecting the grand charm of heaven and earth! 



 

One kind, let a person not even have the will to resist, then melt the broad martial intention among 

them! 

 

The power of the law of the kingdom of God, even, has been melted and changed. It seems that the 

deep sky has become the domain dominated by Yang Chiyuan! 

 

The next moment, the red light, completely broke out, the white fog of Ye Chen, submerged! 

 

Red light convergence, a whole body of scorched black, broken figure, was blasted to the distance! 

 

Ye Chen suddenly spits out a big mouthful of blood. He stares at the shadow of Yang Chiyuan in the 

distance. In his eyes, there is a shock that can't be hidden! 

 

The red light just now is beyond Ye Chen's thinking limit 

 

Even with his current physical quality, he could not resist the atomization and was seriously injured! 

 

And he knew, this is still Yang Chiyuan, in order to take him as a servant, did not give full play to the 

result! 

 

Yang Chiyuan's body swayed, and he easily caught up with Ye Chen. He looked at Ye Chen's embarrassed 

appearance, and his lips moved. It seemed that he wanted to say something else. 

 

Can be at this time ye Chen, eyes, but suddenly burst out a crazy, ferocious meaning! 

 

In his heart, he said to the ancient god of Medicine: "Lao Cang, I want to blow myself up!" 

 

"If you are a slave, you'd rather die!" 
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"Boy, you..." For a while, the ancient medical God didn't know what to say 

 

He wants to persuade Ye Chen, but how? 

 

Persuade Ye Chen to be a slave to others? 

 

Ha ha 

 

Well, what kind of martial arts practitioner? Ye Chen, the only one who cultivates the martial spirit of 

flying in the sky and never lowers his head. Should ye Chen violate his original intention? 

 

If it is him, standing in the position of Ye Chen, he will make the same choice with Ye Chen! 

 

Just what about that chess game! 

 

What did the ancient medical God think of, his eyes suddenly fell on a tombstone! 

 

"Master, if you don't do it again, you will be trapped for life!" 

 

On the tombstone that the ancient medical God could see, there was a long gun and a huge bow 

hanging on it! 

 

A strong sense of martial arts converges. 

 

This is the power of reincarnation that awakened not long ago! 

 



No movement for a long time! 

 

Now, the ancient god of medicine knows that the fierce overlord and his own strength are not enough 

to deal with! 

 

After all, they are not noumenon, and consume too much power in the poison cave! 

 

Not enough to deal with the current situation! 

 

Only this man! 

 

One second! 

 

Two seconds! 

 

Suddenly, in the tombstone, a faint voice rang through: 

 

"I don't need to do it." 

 

"He doesn't need to blow himself up." 

 

The ancient medical God and the crazy overlord are confused. 

 

Can't you save your life? 

 

He doesn't think about himself? 

 

If the reincarnation tomb owner shows up, all of them will be imprisoned forever! 

 



Ye Chen outside also body a Zheng, immediately wry smile. 

 

The next moment, the breath of Ye Chen, a moment, furious up! 

 

The fury that sweeps everything! 

 

In this case, it will explode! 

 

He Ye Chen, don't do anyone's servant! 

 

Fear of death! 

 

This moment, ye Chen seems to have confidence, will thousands of miles of space, vanish into 

nothingness! 

 

Ye Chen raised his face and faced Yang Chiyuan with a wild smile! 

 

This is crazy! 

 

Yang Chiyuan a Leng, immediately face color big change! 

 

Suddenly, the shadow of Yang Chiyuan disappeared! 

 

Ye Chen slightly a Leng, does Yang Chiyuan feel his power? Scared, run away? 

 

He was excited, in the eyes, the emergence of ecstasy! 

 

Ye Chen, although not afraid of death, but, can live well, who wants to die! 

 



He wants to blow himself up, that is forced to helpless! 

 

The rest of my life? 

 

Cool! 

 

Of course! 

 

But at this time, ye Chen's heart suddenly tightened up! 

 

Because, he felt, there was danger behind him! 

 

He did not look back, but almost frantically activated the spiritual power to speed up the explosion. 

Almost one tenth of a million breathing time, ye Chen's irascible breath climbed to the top, and his waist 

burst! 

 

But, Yang Chiyuan's fist is faster! 

 

Faster than ye Chen's self explosion! 

 

Ye Chen quickly activated the red dust God pulse! 

 

He knew that the red dust God pulse was of little use to such a strong man! But at least it can reduce the 

damage to the minimum! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

The fist hit Ye Chen's back hard! 

 

"Poof!" A big mouthful of blood mixed with broken viscera gushed out of the mouth! 



 

The original manic breath was suppressed instantly! 

 

Ye Chen's body, like a shell, shot out, the power of this fist, in his body, concussion, damage, continuous 

spread! 

 

Tearing his meridians, flesh and blood, shattering his bones, Dantian! 

 

This is a heavy blow! Heavy to Ye Chen, that can be called the constitution against the sky, can hardly 

bear, to the edge of collapse! 

 

If there is no red dust God pulse! He must die! 

 

But the only advantage is that all his body damage, as long as time, will be repaired! 

 

Ye Chen's body, dispersing blood mist, the whole person, just like a blood man! 

 

He didn't know how long he had been flying. At the moment when he began to fall, his consciousness 

began to blur at the same time 

 

He couldn't help but smile: "in front of Yang Chiyuan, I didn't even have the strength to choose self 

explosion?" 

 

With this blow, ye Chen, who was already seriously injured, has reached the limit 

 

Although this blow can't kill him, it's a much worse result for ye Chen than to be killed directly 

 

Because if he lost his consciousness, he would be at the mercy of Yang Chiyuan, unable to resist the 

slave Rune at all. 

 



Yang Chiyuan suddenly appears beside Ye Chen, slightly surprised on the face. 

 

The power of the blow was carried by the boy. 

 

What level of flesh is this?After sleeping for so many years, is there such a monster in the kingdom of 

God? 

 

Even, as long as you give this boy enough time, you are definitely qualified to surpass yourself! 

 

Yang Chiyuan no longer thinks about it, but appears a smile. 

 

That proud smile, in Ye Chen gradually blurred eyes, but turned into a fire! 

 

A fire burning the heart! 

 

If not now, his body almost collapsed, even if he could not move his fingers, even if he died, he would 

give this guy a hard slap! 

 

What a shame! 

 

Ye Chen in the heart, secretly swear! 

 

Yang Chiyuan, if I don't die today! 

 

One day, we must give you back what you let me bear today! 

 

Yang Chiyuan, no matter how much, his eyes narrowed slightly, his wrist turned, and a golden Rune 

appeared in his hand! 

 

And ye Chen's consciousness is going to sink into darkness 



 

The medical master was a little nervous. 

 

They noticed that the solitary tombstone had changed. 

 

The giant bow is ready to move. 

 

The It's time to go! 

 

But all of a sudden, the giant bow converged, and a indifferent voice sounded: "he doesn't need me to 

move, I think more." 

 

Outside, just before ye Chen was about to faint, his hazy eyes saw a figure 

 

Together, he is quite familiar with the figure 

 

This woman, who is 

 

Is it her? 

 

The next moment, ye Chen, completely lost consciousness. 

 

At this time, a woman with a black skirt and a beautiful face, even the gods in the sky, couldn't help 

looking at it, but it was extremely cold. Like a goddess of night, a woman appeared at Ye Chen's side in a 

strange way! 

 

Even Yang Chiyuan, seeing this woman, is a little surprised, revealing an unexpected color! 

 



At the next moment, the woman raised her hand without hesitation. Suddenly, a slender sword with 

light black body, like black crystal, suddenly appeared in her hand. One sword was cut towards the 

yangchiyuan in front of her! 

 

And this woman is Tu Lanxin who has been missing for more than a month! 

 

The ultimate sword spirit erupts out. It's dark, just like the dark clouds that cover the whole kingdom 

when the storm comes! 

 

The sword idea collapses, such as the Dragon rush night, broken nine days, turned into a terrible sword 

rain, bring the baptism of destruction to the world! 

 

The power of this sword can cut off thousands of miles of mountains and rivers! 

 

Endless void, vanishing, one sword will time and space, cut almost to collapse! 

 

Tu Lan Xin, ye Chen, and Yang Chiyuan were in a moment, as if they fell into an empty and empty 

darkness! 

 

If there are Shenguo warriors who have witnessed this scene which is almost miraculous, they will surely 

sigh: 

 

"is this the extreme of martial arts?" 
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Tu Lanxin and Yang Chiyuan's attack. 

 

This is a blow beyond everything, beyond the kingdom of God! 

 



Even Yang Chiyuan is the face dew dignified color! 

 

He was surprised that the kingdom of God was so powerful. 

 

And the blood of each other is very special. 

 

He couldn't say that it was special. 

 

There was a faint sense of danger. 

 

Although this feeling has been revealed from ye Chen. 

 

But ye Chen's blood is obviously not fully awakened, so it is impossible to create a mandatory danger to 

him. 

 

If ye Chen's cultivation steps into a state of disaster, it may be close to chaos. 

 

Then he Yang Chiyuan may have lost. 

 

However, at the moment, he is only dignified! 

 

In his hands, for the first time, weapons appeared. 

 

A whole body red, flowing with a strong golden long gun! 

 

Yang Chiyuan, low drink a way: "Yao Yang gun!" 

 

A shot out, the long gun, light flowing, pale gold brilliance instantly gathered at the gun tip! 

 



The whole point of the gun is full of dazzling brilliance, as if a round of sun has risen above the gun tip! 

 

It exudes the ancient, fiery meaning of the gun, like the sun in the sky! 

 

On the tip of the gun, every ray of light that erupts is like a deadly magic gun that can penetrate the 

stars! 

 

This gun, and the dark sword rain that will vanish the time and space, crash! 

 

Infinite energy, diffuse out! 

 

The nothingness that envelops the world is broken! 

 

Blow up the nothingness! 

 

The body shape of the two people, in this extreme blow, are instant explosive retreat! 

 

However, Yang Chiyuan's exit steps are obviously more than ten steps less than Tu Lanxin! 

 

His face, floating a smile, but the next moment, is the eyes of a congealed, stiff smile. 

 

Why? 

 

Because, he found that ye Chen was missing 

 

To be exact, ye Chen is in Tu Lan's heart! 

 

Tu Lan Xin holds Ye Chen's body, a pair of cold and beautiful eyes, and stares at Yang Chiyuan. Her chest 

rises and falls slightly, and her forehead is covered with sweat. 



 

Yang Chiyuan, stronger than she expected 

 

The sword just now consumed a lot for Tu Lanxin, but he still lost half of Yang Chiyuan. 

 

What about yangchiyuan? He looked calm. Obviously, that shot had not reached the extreme 

 

Tu Lanxin can't help but scold in his heart. What kind of monster is this? 

 

Tu Lan Xin is looking at Yang Chiyuan, and Yang Chiyuan is also looking at TU Lan Xin. 

 

The more he looked, the tighter his brow was! 

 

He can see that Tu LAN doesn't have an ancient flavor in his heart, and he doesn't come from that era! 

 

Can the present martial arts of the kingdom of God, how can such a terrible existence be born!? 

 

In the fight just now, Yang Chiyuan won half of Tu Lanxin's victory, but, basically, Tu Lanxin can be 

regarded as a strong martial arts player with his own rank! 

 

What is the existence of Yang Chiyuan? 

 

Well, normally speaking, it is impossible to appear in the kingdom of God 

 

Don't look at those demons. They are powerful, but they are not as good as snails and supersonic 

airplanes 

 

Tu Lanxin, though not as good as him, is definitely a chaotic and powerful existence! 

 



However, this is not the most critical 

 

The most important thing is that Tu LAN is deeply disgusted by Tu LAN 

 

It can even be said that the smell of disgust 

 

A kind of breath that can wake up the past that he doesn't want to recall 

 

"Who are you?" 

 

Yang Chiyuan asked Tu Lan Xin. 

 

But Tu Lan Xin did not answer him. After a moment's silence, he said faintly, "Yang Chiyuan? There's still 

time for you to go. " 

 

"How do you know my name?" 

 

Yang Chiyuan's eyes flashed, and then, with a sarcastic smile, he said, "go? Ben Zun, why do you want to 

go? You don't think you can beat me, do you? " 

 

"No way?" 

 

Tu Lan Xin laughed faintly, and her face suddenly became cold and fierce. She said, "don't go! Then seal 

it again 

 

As soon as the words fell, Tu Lanxin suddenly burst out a burst of green light. The green light was 

extremely gorgeous, revolving around Tu Lanxin, and quickly condensed into an emerald like halo! 

 

It seems that it is very similar to the jade ring outside the moon wheel! 

 



At the same time, an inexplicable mighty, inexplicable majesty, irresistible breath, filled the world! 

 

Originally light flowing green light dust, under the stimulation of this breath, actually is a flash up! 

 

This time, the smile on Yang Chiyuan's face disappeared completely! 

 

In the face of Tu Lan Xin's terrible sword, Du Si does not see the timid Yang Chiyuan. At this time, his 

face is pale, and his eyes are filled with deep-seated fear! "Descendants of guardians!" exclaimedThen, 

without saying a word, he turned around and disappeared 

 

Tu Lan Xin can't help but take a breath. The jade ring all over his body suddenly collapses, and the 

glittering light and fog recover as usual. 

 

Looking at Ye Chen, she couldn't help but see a trace of self mockery on her pretty face. She said, "at 

last, I scared away the Yang Chiyuan. Ha ha, how can I really have the power to seal an ancient 

strongman by saying that the seal is sealed?" 

 

Slightly exhaled a breath, tight heart, at this time, just relaxed a little 

 

Just now, it's really dangerous! 

 

If it was not for Yang Chiyuan, who had sealed it for tens of thousands of years, he had already had a 

great psychological shadow. Otherwise, Tu Lanxin would never have pushed him back by virtue of the 

power of the guardian! 

 

However, she looked at the leaf Chen that already hurt not adult appearance, two e eyebrows, is slightly 

a Cu. 

 

"Is it like this? I don't know if it can be restored before the place is opened? " 

 

Tu Lanxin looked anxiously at the deep valley hidden in the miasma. She knew that it was the place 

where an extremely powerful ancient demon was sealed. 



 

Unfortunately, she came a little late. If the seal had not been worn to this extent before, she could have 

killed those demon worshipers. It is possible to reinforce the seal 

 

Now, the power of the ancient devil has been partially restored. Even if she can't do anything to her, she 

can't do anything against the ancient devil. Even if she wants to enter the temple, it will take a lot of 

time! 

 

But now, there's no time! 

 

If it goes on like this, those ancient strongmen will certainly turn the whole kingdom of God upside 

down! 

 

Originally, these ancient strongmen would wake up under certain arrangements, and several of them 

would take control of the overall situation 

 

But now it's upset 

 

Tu Lan Xin sighed and had a headache, but soon she calmed down and murmured: "at present, it's 

important to heal Ye Chen first!" 

 

After that, the figure flashed and disappeared. 

 

And now in the samsara cemetery. 

 

The ancient medical God and the crazy overlord stare at the tombstone not far away. 

 

There are still huge bows and spears on the tombstone! 

 

A faint breath was flowing. 

 



"It seems that you have long been aware of this person's appearance," the ancient medical God said 

 

"Strange has to do it." 

 

"The origin of that girl I've always looked down on it. " 
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"And the breath in her body is so much stronger than before." 

 

"It seems that this period of time has been fruitful." 

 

"Fortunately, this man and ye Chen have a good fate, otherwise we will all fail." 

 

However, the tombstone of Lingtian arrow God is a voice! 

 

That great power even spoke again. 

 

"Even without the appearance of this woman, the boy could not have died so easily." 

 

"Don't forget the existence above this samsara cemetery." 

 

What suddenly occurred to the overlord and the ancient medical God, they looked at a mysterious and 

mysterious stone pillar in the deepest place. 

 

The breath of the stone pillar was restrained, but both of them felt a trace of fear. 

 

Fear from the depths of the soul. 



 

Even many times, they dare not look directly at the stone pillar. 

 

"But..." 

 

Ling Tian arrow God's voice suddenly pauses, and then continues: "in addition to this woman now, there 

is a girl watching." 

 

"Although the girl's strength is not as good as this woman, she must not be despised." 

 

"Because, in her eyes, there is only endless cold." 

 

The tyrant and the ancient medical God were stunned, but there was still a man nearby? 

 

Why didn't they feel it? 

 

…… 

 

Now, in the clouds. 

 

A giant beast with bright flame is gradually revealed. 

 

On its body sat a maiden. 

 

At the moment, the girl, without a veil. 

 

Originally can if the star's beautiful eye, but only leaves ten thousand ice cold. 

 

The girl's body exuded a chill of fright. 



 

Like an abyss. 

 

Like a sea of blood. 

 

This is the first time Wei Ying broke out such a cold killing intention. 

 

She didn't do it. 

 

There was no action from the beginning to the end. 

 

She knew that she was not an opponent of Yang Chiyuan. 

 

But it doesn't mean that she has no means to kill Yang Chiyuan. 

 

It's just too risky. 

 

It may even hurt Ye Chen. 

 

It's not the end she wants. 

 

Fortunately, Tu Lanxin's appearance made her release her hand gradually. 

 

Her palms were covered with sweat. 

 

Even because of the pressure just now, a trace of blood has been exuded from the palm. 

 

Sweat and blood blend, let her incomparably sober. 

 



"Sure enough Or I'm not strong enough. " 

 

"Although I have mastered the wealth of juechan emperor palace, it is tens of thousands of times more 

than that of Tiandao palace in the kingdom of God." 

 

"But the growth time is still too short." 

 

"If you can blend into a special space." 

 

"Maybe there's a chance." 

 

"But how can this kind of space exist..." 

 

The sound stopped suddenly. 

 

Wei Ying suddenly thought of something, and her eyes were cold and changed into dignified and 

hesitant. 

 

After a few seconds, Wei Ying showed a smile and said, "in this case, Yang Chiyuan, I remember you." 

 

"Maybe we'll meet soon." 

 

"At that time, I, Wei Ying, will let you repay the pain you caused to Ye Chen today." 

 

"Wumang, let's go." 

 

In an instant, a shadow like fire left a trace in the sky. 

 

Everything is quiet. 



 

…… 

 

A place like a fairyland, surrounded by clouds, all kinds of exotic flowers and plants, competing to shine, 

heaven and earth aura, incomparably rich mountain forest peak, sending out bursts of comfortable 

warm breath. 

 

On the top of the mountain, there is a natural hot spring. 

 

What's more surprising is that the green light and fog that covers the whole kingdom of God is actually 

attracted by some kind of inexplicable attraction. It condenses in this hot spring, and embellishes the 

spring like emerald emitting green light. 

 

In the center of the spring, there is a figure of a man. The man's eyes are closed, and the bloodstains on 

his whole body have been washed away by the magical hot spring water. Even the shocking wounds 

have been healed and recovered without leaving any scars. 

 

However, ye Chen is still in a coma. 

 

Not far away, there is another hot spring. Through the steaming water mist, you can vaguely see a very 

graceful and seductive figure of a woman, holding the spring water and sprinkling it on her delicate 

body. 

 

Tu Lanxin, bathed in the hot spring, has a satisfied smile on her pretty face. She feels the warm spring 

water stimulating her body. She can't help but send out a comfortable sigh. 

 

Although the spring here had healing effect, it was not the place against the heaven. However, after the 

appearance of a vision in the kingdom of God, it was totally different. 

 

Tu Lanxin can say that this hot spring is definitely one of the top three healing places in the kingdom of 

God! 

 



At this time, she looked at the direction of Ye Chen. In her beautiful eyes, a trace of worry flashed. It has 

been three days, and ye Chen still has no sign of waking upShe said to herself anxiously, "right now, a 

secret place of God will be opened..." 

 

"Ye Chen, before that, you must wake up!" 

 

At this time, ye Chen's eyelashes, gently shaking. 

 

The next moment, his eyes, slowly opened. 

 

In the eyes, originally there is a wisp of confused color, but less than one tenth of the time of breathing, 

that wisp of confusion is replaced by vigilance! 

 

Sharp eyes, all of a sudden shot at the road, indistinctly visible, incomparably graceful, charming woman 

figure! 

 

"Wake up On Tu Lan's cold face, there is a light of joy. At the same time, there is a faint red light on her 

white face. She didn't expect Ye Chen's recovery ability to be so strong that she could wake up so 

quickly. Otherwise, with her character, she would not be in the bath at this time. 

 

Tu Lan's body and mind moved and left the hot spring. On the jade body, without a drop of water, Tu 

LAN put on the black gauze dress in a blink of an eye. 

 

The next moment, he directly came to Ye Chen's face, and restored the cold of the past. 

 

When ye Chen sees Tu Lanxin, the color of vigilance in his eyes gradually dissipates. Now, he also 

remembers what happened before the coma. It seems that Tu Lanxin saved himself. 

 

He got up from the hot spring, put on a suit of clothes, and bowed his hand to Tu Lanxin and said, "thank 

you for your help." 

 

However, at this time ye Chen's eyes, more, it is doubt! 



 

Tu Lanxin, how to save him? 

 

He knows that Tu Lanxin's strength is very strong! However, it is impossible to be as strong as 

yangchiyuan? 

 

Tu Lanxin said with a smile: "are you thinking, how can I save you?" 

 

Ye Chen nodded, without concealing. 

 

Tu Lan's beautiful eyes twinkled, and a wry smile appeared on her pretty face. She said, "if only by my 

own strength, it's far from Yang Chiyuan's opponent..." 

 

"Ye Chen, my identity is very special. Do you know that there is a clan of guardians in the kingdom of 

God?" 

 

"The guardians?" Ye Chen is puzzled. 

 

"The guardians are those who guard the kingdom of God for generations. From tens of millions of years 

ago, my ancestors made a contract with a family of the kingdom of God! 

 

That family controls reincarnation, means all over the heaven, and even surpasses the heavenly way 

palace. 

 

At that time, the heavenly way palace was much better than the present one, but it was still a trivial dog 

of that family. " 

 

Ye Chen slightly a Zheng, he guessed what this family is! 
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"Are you talking about the Ye family of the kingdom of God?" 

 

Tu Lanxin heard Ye Chen's words, and her expression was strange. She immediately woke up and said, 

"it seems that your master, yuzhenzi, told you. Indeed, the kingdom of God is the leaf. " 

 

"Coincidentally, you are also surnamed Ye. Sometimes I wonder if you have such a terrible talent, can 

you have a little blood relationship with the Ye family?" 

 

"This idea was quickly overthrown by me. It seemed that no one survived the Ye family." 

 

"From that day on, the way of heaven, and even the other five, as well as the rules of the kingdom of 

God, have been changed." 

 

"In history, there were two exterminations that touched the soul of people." 

 

"One is the disappearance of the Ye family." 

 

"On the other hand, it's a force that calls out the palace of Han Emperor." 

 

"Even I heard that there was a subtle connection between the two forces." 

 

"Unfortunately, no one knows why. What kind of conspiracy is behind it." 

 

"I can't say much about Jue Han Emperor's palace, but the disappearance of Ye's family is really 

devastating." 

 

"You know, the Ye family is rooted in the kingdom of God, but his hand has reached any corner, even 

the upper bound." 

 



"Who can destroy such a powerful and powerful family? I can't think of it. " 

 

"Well, what do I tell you about this old thing?" 

 

"Let's talk about the guardians. If there is a disaster in the kingdom of God, the guardians will be able to 

gain some of the original power of the kingdom of God, and their strength will soar! Once upon a time, 

there were many Guardian families in the kingdom of God. These families were also extremely 

prominent. However, with the passage of time, the stability of the Kingdom and the original power 

flowing in the guardian's body gradually weakened, and many families declined... " 

 

"And I am a descendant of the guardians." 

 

"On the day after the divine light ceremony, I was suddenly summoned by the will of the Ye family of 

Shenguo!" 

 

"That's why I didn't even attend the divine light ceremony, so I followed the call directly and came to a 

secret place There, I got a part of the original strength given by an old man, and my strength soared! " 

 

"But..." 

 

In Tu Lanxin's beautiful eyes, there is a trace of loss: "now I am not Yang Chiyuan's opponent. The reason 

why I can save you is because he is scared away by my original power..." 

 

When ye Chen hears this, his face is full of shock. He didn't expect Tu Lanxin's life experience to be so 

complicated 

 

Even more involved in the divine Ye family! 

 

He wanted to say who he was, but he finally gave up the idea. 

 

After all, his secret as the reincarnation master is too important. 

 



Even in the poison cave, many people saw themselves and knew the secret. 

 

But Xuanyuan cold and the outbreak of the poisonous animal tide, all people fell down. 

 

No one survived. 

 

The secret is sealed. 

 

Tu Lanxin suddenly stares at Ye Chen and says, "Ye Chen, I have not only gained strength, but also a lot 

of memories about that period. What's more, the most important thing is that the kingdom of God is 

going to be in great difficulty." 

 

Ye Chen listened solemnly. 

 

"At that time, the Terrans repelled the celestial demons and strengthened the space barriers between 

the outer realms of the kingdom of God with seals, so over the years, the demons could not invade 

again. Even if occasionally, some of them came to the kingdom through the seal gaps, they were all 

relatively weak and low-level demons!" 

 

"But now, it's different! After tens of thousands of years, the seal will be worn out! " 

 

"If it's ten years short, it won't be longer than a hundred years. The demons will invade the kingdom 

again!" 

 

"That's why, in the kingdom of gods, there have been frequent visions, and those who were strong in 

ancient times have gradually awakened! Because if the kingdom of God wants to survive this disaster, it 

must strengthen its fighting power! " 

 

"At that time, the destruction of the Ye family seems to have started from the chaos of the demon 

family and the kingdom of God." 

 

"I'm not sure what's going to happen this time around and wake up!" 



 

"It's clear that ye's family has disappeared in this world. Why should it be so?" 

 

"That seal is left by countless powerful people at the cost of their lives. It is almost impossible to mend 

the seal with the current martial arts of the kingdom of God." 

 

Ye Chen has a dignified face. 

 

He was wondering if, in essence, this time, it was aimed at himself. 

 

Fortunately, there is still time 

 

As soon as possible, it will take ten years 

 

Ten years is nothing to a martial arts practitioner. However, it seems short-lived. In fact, there are too 

many things that can happen! 

 

How long has it been since Ye Chen practiced martial arts? 

 

Maybe ten years later, there will be a new turning point, not necessarily? 

 

At this time, Tu Lan Xin suddenly said in a deep voice: "Ye Chen, although you have no contact with the 

Ye family of the kingdom of God, you, as a genius of the kingdom of God, have to shoulder the 

responsibility of saving the kingdom of God!" 

 

In her beautiful eyes, with urgency, ten years is too short for a disaster to destroy the world."What?" Ye 

Chen smell speech, some silly eye, "I?" 

 

Tu Lanxin nodded: "yes, it's you! You are the kingdom of God, the best martial artist I have ever seen 

 



He couldn't help laughing bitterly: "Tu Xianzi, your strength is far better than me, aren't you more 

suitable than me? What's more, what's more, what's more, what's more, what's more, those ancient 

beings? " 

 

Tu Lan Xin, however, shook her head. The desolation in her beautiful eyes became more intense. She 

sighed: "I just got the power of the kingdom of God. In terms of potential, I'm far behind you!" 

 

"Even the ancient strong can't compare with you!" 

 

"My main task is to find a man who can subdue the strong men of ancient times, let the kingdom of God 

return to stability, and be able to meet the coming disaster together!" 

 

She didn't Tell ye Chen that her strength soared with white, not without cost. Her martial arts 

foundation has been unstable, and it will be more difficult to improve her strength in the future 

 

Not everyone has such a terrible foundation of martial arts as ye Chen. Tu Lanxin, even if he can be 

regarded as the ultimate genius of the kingdom of God, is the same. Even ye Chen, with such a huge 

improvement in the power of the kingdom of God, will leave hidden dangers in the foundation of 

martial Arts 

 

But even so, she still accepted the power, because as a guardian, this is her destiny. For the future of the 

kingdom of God, she can even abandon her life, let alone the foundation of martial arts? 

 

Tu LAN heart pretty face above, full is looking at Ye Chen seriously: "you are the most suitable person! 

The reason why the ancient strong were sealed is mostly because they were rebellious. Therefore, they 

were punished by guardians in ancient times and sealed for tens of thousands of years! " 

 

She knew that although Ye Chen was also proud, on the whole, she was much better than those ancient 

people who did what they wanted! 

 

"So, what you have to do now is to improve your strength! Crazy to enhance strength! Ascend enough 

to suppress the rebellious ancients and make them submit to you! Otherwise, the robbery will be 

difficult for the kingdom of God! " 

 



"If the kingdom of God perishes, the land of Lingwu will also fall into the devil's hands!" 
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Before the invasion of the demon Chen Clan, can his eyes sink to other places? 

 

Can ye Chen, his women, his master, and his clan, put down? 

 

He can't be sure even if Huaxia will be touched! 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath and nodded: "I understand." 

 

Although Ye Chen is afraid of trouble, he will never shirk some responsibilities! 

 

Hiding has never been his character. To fight, it is best to be dominated by self-determination! 

 

What's more, he is the Lord of reincarnation. 

 

He has the blood of Ye family in his body. 

 

Since these people have something to do with the destruction of Ye's family, the chessboard laid by this 

grandfather should be taken to the end step by step. 

 

Even the master of the invisible hand in the dark! 

 

Tu Lanxin breathed a sigh of relief, and then solemnly said, "well, since you are well, now, come with 

me!" 

 



"Well? Where are you going? " 

 

Tu Lanxin said with a smile, "go and improve your strength! Let alone the situation after that, you will 

have to fight against the Lord of Zhenlong hall in four months! According to your present strength, you 

must die. 

 

Moreover, in the next period of time, the aura of heaven and earth in the kingdom of God will reach an 

unimaginable level, even hundreds of times higher than it is now! Moreover, under the stimulation of 

the original power of the kingdom of God, all kinds of ancient blood vessels and Dharma bodies that 

have long been extinct in the kingdom of God may also awaken! " 

 

"But these are not for you! I'm going to take you to a place where the benefits are greater, or even 

much bigger than this, which you may not have heard of! " 

 

"His name is Jiutian Shenlong hall, which is the land of Shenguo dragon clan." 

 

One Chen, the pupil is dilated! Nine heaven dragon hall! " 

 

Ye Chen wants to go to the nine heaven dragon hall for countless times! 

 

But I didn't expect it was this occasion! 

 

The key, the blood dragon is in it! 

 

Tu Lan's heart and beautiful eyes were strange: "have you ever heard of it? Did your master yuzhenzi tell 

you again? " 

 

"He really tells you everything." 

 

Ye Chen suppressed the excitement in his heart and said, "when will you enter?" 

 



"After entering, can I go out alone? I have some personal matters to deal with." 

 

Tu Lanxin's expression became more and more strange, but his attitude was extremely firm: "no way!" 

 

"Ye Chen, although I don't know what is so important to you, there are many rules and regulations in the 

Jiutian Shenlong hall. If you act rashly, you will die." 

 

"I brought you in this time because of my guardian blood identity." 

 

"But you must not leave me before you enter." 

 

"The place I'm talking about is a place called Shenyuan secret place in the nine heaven dragon palace. 

You can't go to other places except this place, otherwise you will die." 

 

This time, Tu Lan Xin is extremely serious. 

 

"Shenyuan secret land?" 

 

Ye Chen opens his eyes wider and wider with Tu Lanxin's words. 

 

But even if he doesn't go to the blood dragon, he must enter the nine heaven god dragon hall, and his 

relationship with the blood dragon will be strengthened. 

 

If you want to know the whereabouts of the blood dragon, there should be other ways. 

 

What's more, at present, Xiaohuang needs to meet a thunder robbery. Maybe the robbery in this secret 

place can solve the possibility of being checked by the Tiandao palace. 

 

It's safer. 

 



What's more, listen to Tu Lanxin say that the aura of heaven and earth is hundreds of times? All kinds of 

ancient Dharma can be awakened? It's frightening! 

 

Even those strong people whose accomplishments have been stagnant for tens of thousands of years, 

are they going to upgrade crazily? 

 

For all the warriors in the whole kingdom of God, it is an unimaginable chance! 

 

And this so-called Shenyuan secret place is even more beneficial than such a unique chance! 

 

Ye Chen, vaguely excited. 

 

"Ye Chen, there is something else I need to tell you. The kingdom of God, thousands of years ago, was 

originally a wild space, which was not suitable for human beings to survive. The reason why the kingdom 

of God was called Shenguo was that an ancient Protoss, half human and half god, remolded the martial 

law of the kingdom of God with great strength, so that human beings could reproduce and live here, and 

used this place as a battlefield to resist the invasion of demons! " 

 

"The trace of the ancient Protoss is the Ye family mentioned before." 

 

"And Shenyuan secret place is a secret place containing the original flavor of the ancient Protoss! You 

can imagine how big the benefits are! " 

 

With that, Tu Lan's cold face suddenly flashed a dignified color and said: "however, opportunities are 

also accompanied by risks. If you enter the Shenyuan secret place with me, ye Chen may die!" 

 

Ye Chen frowned: "what danger?" 

 

Since it is a secret place opened by the ancient Protoss, there should be no monsters and other things? 

 

Tu Lan Xin took a deep breath and said, "Ye Chen, you are in the kingdom of God, and you can be 

regarded as the evil spirit among the youth, but the Kingdom you know is only the tip of the iceberg. 



 

At that time, the reincarnation master controlled the supreme divine power. Somehow, with the power 

of four swords, he divided the whole kingdom into seven pieces.And what you're stepping on is just one 

of the sacred regions. 

 

Even known as the seventh kingdom! The remaining six areas have been blocked by the power of 

samsara. 

 

The nine heaven dragon hall is in the center of these seven pieces. 

 

The Shenyuan secret place will be opened in three days. Remember, this opening is open to the seven 

divine kingdoms at the same time! " 

 

As she said this, she suddenly pointed to a piece of green light, which melted into Ye Chen's eyebrow, 

and continued: "this is Shenyuan Baoyu. With it, you can enter the Shenyuan secret place of the nine 

heaven god dragon hall. The weaker the kingdom is, the less quota you will be allocated to enter the 

secret place. Finally, if you cut down the bad situation, you will almost die Because other gods, there is 

no lack of super demons of chaos! 

 

Don't say it's you, it's me. You may not survive in it! " 

 

Ye Chen's eyes twinkled and said in a deep voice: "but in the final analysis, the seven kingdoms of God 

should be similar to the existence of allies? There should be a reason why the reincarnation Lord did 

this, and we have a common enemy. " 

 

"The invasion of the demons is aimed at the seven kingdoms. Therefore, in order to protect themselves, 

all the people in the major kingdoms will plunder the resources in the secret land of Shenyuan to 

enhance their strength! 

 

In the world of martial arts, the fittest survive. I'm afraid that the reincarnation master did this for the 

permanent survival of the kingdom of God It can be said that the seven kingdoms are all rivals to each 

other. In order to seize resources, people from other countries will not hesitate to kill you and reduce 

competitors! " 

 



"And you Taixu state, I'm afraid, will be the weakest one among the Shenyuan secret realms! " 

 

"Let's go!" Ye Chen smell speech, not only did not have the slightest fear, on the contrary, more excited! 

 

He has never been a man afraid of death. He knows the truth of wealth and danger! 

 

And now, such a huge benefit, put in front of him, even if it is Jianshan fire, he will break through! 

 

What's more, ye Chen's character is not to admit defeat. The greater the challenge, the greater his 

interest! 
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"Good! I'll take you into the nine heaven dragon hall first. " 

 

Tu Lan Xin doesn't talk nonsense either. She pulls Ye Chen up and bursts into the void 

 

Three days later, in the deep sea somewhere in the kingdom of God, there is a magnificent palace, 

which keeps the sea water away. 

 

Ye Chen and Tu Lan Xin are in this palace. 

 

In the main hall of the palace, there is a huge statue with a strong ancient flavor. This statue has existed 

for many years. 

 

The sculpture is a handsome young man with a long sword. 

 

Suddenly, the man's eyes, suddenly burst out a burst of extremely dazzling green awn, strange 

fluctuations, toward the radiation around. 



 

A space crack, which is surrounded by green electric light, opens slowly. 

 

Two figures appear in front of this space crack in an instant. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the man's statue strangely, and felt that he had seen it. 

 

But I can't remember. 

 

Tu LAN heart gazed at Ye Chen and said, "Ye Chen, I know that you are very proud, but in this secret land 

of God, the first thing you need to ensure is to survive! Try to improve our strength! You bear the life 

and death of the kingdom of God 

 

Tu Lanxin's meaning is obviously to let Ye Chen keep a low profile and avoid conflicts with other gods 

 

Ye Chen nodded and said nothing more. 

 

"After entering the secret place, the location is random. Take care. I hope you and I can meet here when 

the secret place is closed..." Tu Lan thought: "Tu Xianzi, I have an agreement with my friend Ji Lin that I 

will see her ten days later. This is very important. Can I go back and solve this problem and then enter 

the secret place again." 

 

Tu LAN heart frowned: "what is so important?" 

 

Ye Chen said the whole story, of course, erased the whereabouts of the poison tablet. 

 

Tu Lan Xin hesitated for a few seconds, and then said, "give me the jade rune. I'll give it to Yu Zhenzi 

later and let him protect this person himself. Now you can rest assured." 

 

Ye Chen nods, at present, this is the only way. 

 



However, he believed that there was no danger for him. 

 

Let alone the mysterious old man, it is very difficult for ordinary people to shake the toxic stele of Jilin. 

 

Soon, ye Chen entered the crack. 

 

Tu Lanxin closes his eyes, disappears for a while, finally appears again and enters into it. 

 

…… 

 

After a while, when ye Chen opens his eyes again, he appears in a valley. The valley seems nothing 

special, but ye Chen is extremely shocked! 

 

The aura of heaven and earth here is too rich and pure! 

 

His whole body pores, are madly absorbing the aura around him! 

 

If you don't do anything here, find a place to hide and Practice for a period of time, you will have a great 

harvest! 

 

However, ye Chen has no such plan. 

 

His eyes twinkled slightly and he went deep into the valley. 

 

Shenyuan secret place, if it's just full of aura and pure, it won't matter. 

 

Among the secret places, the greatest advantage is the rich power of the divine source, which breeds all 

kinds of foreign treasures in countless years! 

 



Although, most of these foreign treasures were wiped out by the ancient strongmen in the previous 

Shenguo disasters. 

 

But, in the end, there are some strange treasures that are not easy to find or reappear in the past tens 

of thousands of years! 

 

These are the most important resources in Shenyuan secret land! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes twinkled. He didn't walk fast, even very slow. Step by step, he was very careful and 

cautious! 

 

He knows that his own strength is not the weakest in this secret place, and it is almost 

 

Walking too fast, moving too much, too easy to be found. 

 

Moreover, in this mysterious state of God, the power of his mind has been greatly suppressed, so we 

should be more careful. 

 

All of a sudden, ye Chen's face changed slightly, and his figure flashed. He hid behind a certain boulder. 

With his hand moving, he put the moon dust yarn on his body. At the same time, his whole body breath 

converged to the extreme! 

 

After all this, he looks in a certain direction 

 

There, two figures suddenly appeared. 

 

One man and one woman. 

 

The two men, not slow, passed through the valley quickly. 

 

Ye Chen stares at two people, pupil shrinks! 



 

How strong! 

 

This man and a woman, it seems, is very young, the real age, only 100 years old! 

 

However, their strength, although Ye Chen temporarily can not see, but can be sure, and Yang Chiyuan 

not too much difference! 

 

Besides, they are not guardians! 

 

During their actions, the body exudes a faint purple charm. Ye Chen knows that it is the original flavor of 

the fifth divine Kingdom 

 

The rank of the strength of the kingdom of God is the same as that of the number one. The fifth 

kingdom is only two places higher than the seventh. But the warrior of the fifth kingdom is so strong?We 

can imagine how terrible the first Kingdom is 

 

Tu Lanxin told himself on the road that the former Temple of the God state Ye family, the Lord of 

reincarnation, was in the first Kingdom of God. 

 

"Is that where my blood comes from?" 

 

Until the two figures disappeared completely, ye Chen took a breath and relaxed. Fortunately, he just 

walked slowly and reacted fast enough to not be found by them! 

 

Then, he could not help but say, "I am in the secret place of the holy land, do I want to hide away like a 

mouse?" 

 

"If you don't want to be like this, then you should improve your strength as soon as possible," he said 

with a smile 

 

Ye Chen nodded, eyes firm, and continued to move forward. 



 

Can not walk a few steps, ye Chen, but suddenly stopped the pace! 

 

He frowned and looked at a boulder not far away from him, which was ordinary and seemed to have 

nothing special. 

 

His eyes, first appeared a touch of doubt color, gradually, doubt into shock, shock, and then into 

ecstasy! 

 

Even, even the breath, can't help some restlessness up! 

 

Ye Chen looked at the huge stone, his eyes shining, just like a wolf, saw a sheep! 

 

The ancient medical God is a little strange. What's wrong with Ye Chen? Does he have a hobby of 

collecting stones? 

 

The huge stone, in the eyes of the ancient medical God, is also nothing special. He can't help but ask, "ye 

Xiaozi, are you ok?" 

 

Ye Chen's face, blooming a very brilliant smile: "Canggu medical God, against the sky, this time, really 

against the sky!" 

 

"It seems that It seems that there is a resonance between this strange treasure in the secret land of God 

and the blood in my body! " 

 

"You What do you say 

 

Even the ancient medical God was shocked to speechless, and even some couldn't believe 

 

Yibao and ye Chen's blood, there is resonance, what is the meaning? 

 



Is it to say that ye Chen can sense the existence of those supernatural and exotic treasures? 

 

It's impossible? 

 

Even if ye Chen has reincarnation, he has not fully awakened and should not be able to 

 


